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The journalist and the researcher:
An inner debate on methods, methodology and interdisciplinarity
Reporters go out into the street and academics lock themselves up in an ivory tower. In the
past such platitudes were not uncommon to describe the contrast between journalistic
practice and scientific theory. The following contemplation shows they are not such different
creatures after all.
The street protests started in Lagos on 8 October this year.
By the 10th the activist messages from Nigerians on my
Twitter timeline and in my WhatsApp inbox became
impossible to ignore. Nigeria, my usual country of
residence, was experiencing a widespread public uprising
against police brutality in general and against one
especially savage police squad in particular. Even though
temporarily in the Netherlands studying for a master's
degree in African Studies, the journalist in me simply had
to act upon this development in the place I have called
home for eight years now.
So I proposed a news article to one of my usual outlets,
Dutch newspaper NRC Handelsblad, and proceeded to gather information and start writing. The
story that came out of this was published online on the 12th and in print on the 13th of October.1
During the writing process and even after publication, I noticed a new intellectual debate
going on inside my head: my inner journalist was being questioned by my inner academic
researcher in the making. During the course Research in Africa in the 21st Century, my reporter's
brain had already been drawing parallels between journalistic practice and scientific theory, but this
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publication for NRC seemed to epitomise many of the issues that cropped up this first semester of
my master's education.
That is why I decided to use my NRC article as a case study, to find an answer to the questions
that have been occupying me. How much of journalism follows academic rules, and which ones? If
journalism follows different rules, why is that so? And what does that imply for me as I develop my
research and publish it in an interdisciplinary and multi-media environment? I will focus on the
issue of interdisciplinarity rather than on the multimedia aspect. As a cross-media journalist who
writes, makes radio and TV, takes photographs and builds websites, I feel confident about the latter.
The concept of interdisciplinarity on the other hand, seems much more of a challenge to me.
Of course an essay is much too brief a form to find all-compassing answers to issues of such
magnitude, but I hope to draw an outline using the course's literature and lectures, my journalistic
experience and other relevant literature.
Before I embark on that journey, I should briefly describe the news article I will be using for
this case study. It contains four direct quote interviews with respondents from different Nigerian
cities, all involved in the street protests. Those short interviews are preceded by an introduction of
the topical issue at hand – the demonstrations against police brutality in Nigeria – and an
explanation why the Special Anti-Robbery Squad (SARS) is the protesters' bone of contention. It
also mentions a recent Amnesty International Report that speaks of a 'pattern of abuse by SARS
officers' and criticises the Nigerian authorities for its 'consistent failure to bring perpetrators to
justice.' 2
Let us first analyse the article and the process of gathering the information that led up to it from
a methodological perspective. That is of the essence because I agree with Sarah Pink and the other
contributors to Advances in Methodology that 'methodology is something that should be critically
reflected on as a crucial component in the processes through which we produce knowledge'.3
Before zooming out to methodologies and the choices behind them, it is necessary to identify
the methods used. Or as filmmaker and ethnographer Phillip Vannini puts it: what procedures have
been used for the collection of empirical material?4 Might I, as a journalist, have been borrowing
from academic researchers' toolkits?
The main content of the article consists of four interviews with protesters in different Nigerian
cities. Those short quotes are but fragments of the entire interview I had with each of them via
WhatsApp calls. The opening question for those interviews that lasted about an hour each, was 'why
did you join the #EndSARS protests?', and the subsequent question was, 'have you had any personal
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experiences with SARS?'
How did I find and select these four respondents? First of all, they were not the only protesters I
spoke with. Before that I had been in touch with Nigerian friends and acquaintances involved in the
protests all over the country. Combining their input with several trustworthy media reports about the
protests, I had formed an idea of the general composition of the group, ranging from university
students to young urban professionals in their thirties.
I reached out using my network to find protesters willing to be interviewed – both via personal
contacts and through my Twitter account @femkevanzeijl. After I had gathered and checked out
about twenty profiles, I picked eight that best represented the geographical and demographical
spread I derived from my online exploration. Finally, out of those eight, I chose the four interviews
that had the least overlaps and reflected the variety of protesters I had witnessed on footage of the
protests and had heard of in conversations with protesters.
What academic tools did I apply here? Could my open-question and lengthy interviews be
construed as the in-depth, open-ended interviews described by Jean Schensul and Margareth
LeCompte as a form of ethnographic interviewing they consider to be the most challenging but also
the most innovative and exciting?5 And could my inquiry into past experiences with SARS be
construed as a retrospective study as described by Ranjit Kumar?6 Surely proper ethnographic
interviews may last days and certainly the scale of my research was not large enough to be
representative for a retrospective study to have valid results, but in rudimentary form you could
argue the same tools were used.
During the Researching Africa course I started looking up complementary literature on
ethnography, because more and more I realised that journalists and ethnographers have a lot in
common. Thick description for example, describing not only behaviour but also context, is a
journalist's second nature, even if we don't call it by that name. After decades of reporting the
shelves in my study are bending under the weight of countless notebooks filled with thick
description, and upon reading Dipesh Kharel I realised that even the quick pictures I take as notes
count as visual thick description. And how better to summarise the steps of any reporting process as
first to describe, then to interpret, and subsequently to give meaning?7
My specific approach to journalism also bears similarities with that of the anthropologist. I have
been aware of that since I decided against practicing 'parachute journalism'. This is the term for the
kind of journalism where a correspondent is 'parachuted' into a situation for a short term
assignment. As Musa and Yusha'u argue, analysing CNN's and Al Jazeera's reports on Boko Haram
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in North-East Nigeria, a parachute journalist's lack of in-depth knowledge often leads to
misreporting and sometimes to exacerbating local tensions.8
I prefer to practice 'slow journalism', in which one of the most important tools is time. In that
sense settling on the Lagos mainland in a popular area might be the ultimate consequence of that
approach. My eight years already spent there make me confident to tell a balanced story about a
Nigerian topical issue like the #EndSARS protests even as I am currently not in the country –
although under normal circumstances I would have preferred to tell it from up close.
My kind of participating observation obviously is not guided by the classic anthropologist's
concern with 'tribal peoples who [...] inhabited refuge areas' as described by Bennet.9 I do however
feel drawn to the description 'applied anthropologist', as characterised by Mannik and McGarry: a
not necessarily academic researcher that applies ethnographic methods as a form of pragmatic
engagement.10 In my case, I would define that engagement as trying to tell stories that usually do
not reach a Western audience, thus hoping to counterbalance the skewed image usually projected of
'Africa'.
This is why for the article at hand I decided to publish direct quote interviews (interviews in
which only the respondent's voice is present) with a selection of Nigerians involved in the protests.
Choosing this approach was a methodological decision. The foreign editor in fact suggested another
method, which was writing an analysis on why young Nigerians were taking to the street. But I
considered it was not my place to explain what the protesters could best explain themselves. In a
way, the resulting publication follows Gay y Blasco and De la Cruz Hernandez' reasoning when
they state 'Ethnographic knowledge is made by ethnographers and informants, and should be owned
by both'.11 In this form at least the article shows it wasn't just the journalist involved in its creation.
The decision to give the floor to the respondents themselves goes beyond enabling the lions to
recount history, to paraphrase Nigerian writer Chinua Achebe's famous quote.12 It also stems from
an argument of reflexivity. Reflexivity in its most elementary form, according to Dutch sociologist
Pels, 'presupposes that, while saying something about the ‘real’ world, one is simultaneously
disclosing something about oneself.'13
This concept however seems to put journalism in a quandary, a trade that for ages flaunted
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'objectivity' as its most important professional value, therefore keeping reporters and their identity
out of sight. But by now journalists like Truman Capote and Joan Didion in the US in the 1960s and
1970s as well as Günter Wallraff in the 80s in Germany and Judith Koelemeier in the 2000s in the
Netherlands have convincingly showed that a maker can play a role in the story without weakening
– and, arguably, even strengthening – the journalistic work. Also, media critics like Noam Chomsky
have pointed out that extreme bias can shield behind a facade of objectivity.14 As a result the
paradigm of objectivity in news media has been put into question not just in the academic
environment, but also in journalistic practice of all but the most old fashioned of the mass media –
apart from The Economist, the weekly magazine that still pretends it does not matter who the writer
of an article is.
I do however see an issue with applying reflexivity too vigorously: at some point it tends to bite
itself in the tail. If you keep relativising the meaning of your findings because of who and what you
are, at some point all outcome becomes irrelevant. That was clearly shown in the documentary Stop
Filming Us in which film maker Joris Postema goes to Goma in Eastern Congo to ask the
Congolese – and implicitly the audience – the question if he as a Western film maker should make
a film about their world or not.15
The entire documentary is an exercise in reflexivity, but not a very satisfying one. The maker's
flirtation with reflexivity hides the fact that he is journalistically ill-equipped to make the film. It's
not his white male gaze, Western gaze or even journalistic gaze making him unsuited for the job, it
is the fact that he is a journalist parachuting himself into a situation he knows nothing about and has
hardly any experience with but of which he nevertheless intends to draw overarching conclusions.
This is exactly the kind of narcissistic reflexivity anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu crusaded
against, according to Dutch sociologist Pels, the kind where the focus turns on the maker alone,
excluding everything else.16 While journalists should conscientiously question their identity and its
influence on the story they are observing and telling, they should stay away from such vanity
projects in disguise.
Which is why in the NRC article, even though the respondents seem to be taking the floor, my
presence as a journalist is unapologetically decisive for the end result: my choices, my selection, my
research are what shaped it. That is implied, but nowhere explained. In fact, the only reason I am
able analyse the making of the article, is because I am its maker. The piece itself hardly discusses
any of those decisions.
Herein lies the big difference between journalistic methodology and academic research:
transparency. Journalists serve the dish, but don't offer the recipe or invite you to take a look in the
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kitchen. They expect the guests to trust the cook. Scientists do the opposite and invite everyone in.
The reason for that journalistic approach, partly, is space. A newspaper is not a book. The other
one is readability: the newspaper goes with a cup of coffee, not long sittings at one's desk. But the
main argument is constitutional: quoting freedom of the press and of speech (article 7 of the Dutch
Constitution17) and freedom of information (article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the
European Union18) journalists reserve the right to hold themselves accountable through a set of
professional values and ethics, without interference of public authority.
Journalists do realise they are asking a lot of trust of the audience. That is why the ground rule
is to be accountable in the end result. Journalistic transparency lies in attribution: always indicate
exactly whom you spoke with and what source you quoted from. Therefore as much as possible
journalists name their sources, contrary to anthropologists.
However, as my NRC article shows, there are cases when journalists decide not to, if
publication of full names might endanger the respondents. It is good journalistic practice then to
explain the decision to anonymise, as I did in NRC, and follow up with the assertion that full names
have been disclosed to the editor.
Now what does all this mean for me as I develop my research for my master's thesis? To be
honest, the concept of interdisciplinarity used to intimidate me. By now however, I realise that
journalists have always been interdisciplinarians avant la lettre. Nothing is just numbers, no solution
can be found solely in books and no current affair can be explained merely by quoting official
sources. The chaos and complexity of real life is best reflected, as Tiyambe Zeleza argues, by
interdisciplinarity.19
So sometimes a journalist acts as a historian, sometimes as an ethnographer, at times as an
economist or political scientist. They dabble in any relevant field imaginable, and all these roles can
be mixed up in one single publication. Or to refer to the article in NRC: I did a bit of ethnography, a
tiny retrospective study, I interpreted images of protests to get an idea of the demographic and I read
an Amnesty report. Mixed methods are the rule in journalism, not the exception.
What I need to learn in my research though, is transparency: accounting publicly for every step
along the way. Because what journalists hide behind a wall of professional ethics, academics throw
out in the open. Come to think of it, maybe journalists should do that more often as well.
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